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Get to the content In Middle Eastern folklore, the story is told about a man named Nasrudin, who was looking for something on the ground. A friend came and asked: What have you lost, Nasrudin? My key, Nasrudin said. So the boyfriend fell to his knees, too, and they both looked for her. After a while, the friend asked: Where exactly did you drop it? In my house, Nasrudin replied. Then why are you looking
here, Nasrudin? There's more light here than in my house. This little light story is old and worn, but it has some timeless, mysterious call, one that has much to do with the article that follows. But let me leave the story for the time being while asking a few questions —also simple but mysterious -- that have always puzzled me. First: Why are some people so smart and so boring at the same time, so capable
of mastering certain mental activities and so incapable of mastering others? Why some of the most creative thinkers can't understand a balance sheet, and that some accountants have no sense of product design? Why do some brilliant management scientists not have the ability to handle organizational policy, while some of the most politically adept individuals may not seem to understand the simplest
elements of management science? Second: Why do people sometimes express such a surprise when they obviously read or learn something they already need to have known? Why is a manager so excited, for example, when reading a new article on decision-making, every part of which must be obvious to him, even if he has never seen it in print? Thirdly: Why is there such a discrepancy in
organisations, at least at the policy level, between science and management planning, on the one hand, and management on the other? Why didn't any of the planning and analysis techniques really had much effect on how top managers work? What I'm going to do in this article is to stake together some provisional answers to these three questions with Nasrudin's story around a central theme, namely,
that of specializing the hemispheres of the human brain and what this specialization means for management. The two hemispheres of the human brain Let's first try to answer the three questions by looking at what's known about the hemispheres of the brain. Question one Scientists in particular, neurologists, neurosurgeons, and psychologists have known for a long time that the brain has two distinct
hemispheres. They knew, moreover, that the left hemisphere controls movements on the right side of the body and that the right hemisphere controls the left movements. What they have discovered more recently, however, is that these two hemispheres are specialized in more fundamental ways. In the left hemisphere of the brain of the most people (mostly left-handed except) logical thought processes are
found. It seems that the modus operandi of the left hemisphere of the brain is linear; process information sequentially, sequentially, after another, in an orderly manner. Perhaps the most obvious linear college is language. In stark contrast, the right hemisphere specializes for simultaneous processing; i.e., it works in a more holistic, relational way, perhaps its most obvious faculty is the understanding of
visual images. Although relatively few specific mental activities have still been associated with one hemisphere or another, research is conducted very quickly. For example, a recent article in The New York Times cites research suggesting that emotion may be a right-hemispheric function.1 This notion is based on the finding that victims of right hemispheric strikes are often relatively undisturbed about their
incapacity, while those with strokes in the left hemisphere often suffer a deep mental anguish. What does this brain specialization mean for how people work? Speech, being linear, is a left-to-hemispheric activity, but other forms of human communication, such as gestures, are relational rather than sequential and tend to be associated with the right hemisphere. Imagine what would happen if the two parts of
the human brain were detached so that, for example, in the reaction to a stimulus, a person's words would be separated from his gestures. In other words, the person would have two separate brains - one specialized for verbal communication and the other for gestures - that would react to the same stimulus. This imagination actually describes how the main discovery occurred in recent research on the
human brain. In an attempt to treat certain cases of epilepsy, neurosurgeons found that by separating the body callosum, which unites the two hemispheres of the brain, it could divide the brain, isolating epilepsy. A number of experiments run on these split-brain patients have produced some fascinating results. In one experiment, doctors showed an epileptic woman a photo of a nude woman. (This is done
by showing it in the left half of each eye.) The patient said she didn't see anything, but almost simultaneously turned red and seemed confused and uncomfortable. Her conscious left hemisphere, including her verbal apparatus, was only aware that something had happened to her body, but not what caused the emotional disturbances. Only her unconscious right hemisphere knew. Here, neurosurgeons
have noticed a clear rift between the two independent consciousnesses that are normally in communication and collaboration.2 Now, scientists have further discovered that some common human tasks activate one part of the brain, leaving the other largely at rest. For example, a person learning a mathematical evidence could evoke activity in the left hemisphere of his brain, while conceiving a piece of
sculpture or evaluating a political opponent could evoke activity in his right. So now it's that we have the answer to the first question. An individual can be intelligent and boring at the same time simply because a part of his brain is more developed than Other. Some people - probably most lawyers, accountants and planners - have better developed left-hemisphere thought processes, while others - artists,
sculptors and perhaps politicians - have better developed right-hemispheric processes. Thus, an artist may be unable to express his feelings in words, while a lawyer may have no facility for painting. Or a politician may not be able to learn mathematics, while a management scientist can be constantly manipulated into political situations. Eye movement is apparently a convenient indicator of hemispheric
development. When they are asked to count the letters in a complex word, would be Mississippi in their head, most people will look off at the opposite side of their most developed hemisphere. (Be careful of lefties, however.) But if the question is a specialized one – for example, whether it is emotionally, spatially or purely mathematically charged – the number of people looking in one way or another will
change substantially. Question two A number of opposing words were proposed to distinguish the two hemispheric modes of consciousness, for example: explicit versus implicit; verbal versus spatial; argument versus experience; intellectual versus intuitive; analytical to gestalt. I should interject at this point that these words, as well as much of the evidence for these conclusions, can be found in the
remarkable book entitled Psychology of Consciousness by Robert Ornstein, a research psychologist in California. Ornstein uses Nasrudin's story to continue the points he makes. Specifically, it refers to the left linear hemisphere as synonymous with brightness, with the thought processes that we know in an explicit sense. We can articulate them. He associates the right hemisphere with darkness, with
thought processes that are mysterious to us, at least us in the Western world. Ornstein also emphasizes how esoteric psychologys of the East (Zen, Yoga, Sufism, and so on) focused on right-hemispheric consciousness (e.g., altering the pulse through meditation). In stark contrast, Western psychology was concerned almost exclusively with left-hemispheric consciousness, with logical thinking. Ornstein
suggests that we might find an important key to human consciousness in the right hemisphere, in what for us in the West is darkness. To quote it: Because these experiences the transcendence of time, the control of the nervous system, paranormal communication, and so on are, by their modus operandi, not easily accessible to causal explanation or even linguistic exploration, many have been tempted to
ignore or even deny their existence. These traditional psychologys have been relegated to esoteric or occult, the mysterious realm—the word most often used is mysticism. It's a taboo area of inquiry, was symbolized by the Darkness, the left side of our right hemisphere, the Night. 3 Now reflect on this for a moment. (Should I say meditate?) meditate?) it's a set of thought processes - linear, sequential,
analytical - that scientists and the rest of us know a lot about. And there is another set – simultaneously, relationally, holistically – about which we know little. More importantly, here we do not know what we know or, more precisely, our left hemispheres cannot explicitly articulate what our right hemispheres know by default. So here is, apparently, the answer to the second question as well. The sense of
revelation about obvious learning can be explained with the suggestion that the obvious knowledge was implicit, apparently limited to the right hemisphere. The left hemisphere didn't know. Thus, it seems to be a revelation for the left hemisphere when it explicitly learns what the right hemisphere always knew by default. Now only the third question remains – the discrepancy between planning and
management – . Question three So far, it should be obvious where my discussion is driving (obviously, at least, to the right hemisphere of the reader and, now that I've written it, to the left hemisphere of the reader as well). It is possible that management researchers were looking for the key to management in the brightness of logical analysis while perhaps it was always lost in the darkness of intuition.
Specifically, I propose that there be a fundamental difference between formal planning and informal management, a difference similar to that between the two hemispheres of the human brain. Science planning and management techniques are sequential and systematic; above all, articulated. Planners and management scientists are expected to proceed in their work through a series of logical, orderly
steps, each of which involves an explicit analysis. (The argument that the successful application of these techniques requires considerable intuition does not really change my point. The emergence of intuition simply means that the analyst moves away from his science, so he is articulated, and behaves more like a manager.) Formal planning, then, seems to use processes similar to those identified with the
left hemisphere of the brain. In addition, planners and management scientists seem to be reveling in a systematic, well-ordered world, and many show little appreciation for more relational, holistic processes. remains with management? Specifically, does it stick with the processes used by top managers? (Let me point out here that I am focusing this policy-level discussion of organizations, where I think the
dichotomy between planning and management is the sharpest.) Managers plan in some ways, too, (that is, they think ahead) and engage in their logical analysis part. But I think effective management of an organization means more than that. I therefore hypothesize that the important political processes for managing an organisation are based to an extent faculties identified with the right hemisphere of the
brain. Effective managers seem to enjoy ambiguity; in complex, mysterious systems with relatively relative Order. If true, that assumption would answer the third question about the discrepancy between planning and management. This would help explain why each of the new analytical planning and analysis techniques had, one after another, had so little success at the policy level. PPBS, strategic
planning, management (or total) IT systems, and company models-all were greeted with great enthusiasm; then, in many cases, a few years later were quietly opened through the corporate back door. It seems that none of them have served the decision-making needs at the policy level in organizations; at this level, other processes may work better. Managing in the Right Hemisphere Because research has
so far told us little about the right hemisphere, I cannot support with evidence my claim that a key to management is there. I can only present to the reader a feel for the situation, not a reading of concrete data. However, a number of findings from my own research on political processes suggest that they possess characteristics of straight-hemispheric thinking.4 A fact is repeatedly repeated in all this
research: key managerial processes are extremely complex and mysterious (for me as a researcher, as well as for the managers who perform them), relying on the vaguest information and using the least articulated mental processes. These processes seem to be more relational and holistic than orderly and sequential, and more intuitive than intellectual; they appear to be the most characteristic of
righthemispheric activity. Here are ten general findings: 1. The five CEOs I have observed have strongly favoured the media of communication, in particular meetings, on written forms, namely reading and writing. (The same result was found in almost every study of managers, regardless of their level in the organization or the function they supervised.) Of course, verbal communication is linear, too, but it's
more than that. Managers seem to favour it for two fundamental reasons that suggest a relational way of functioning. First, verbal communication allows the manager to read facial expressions, tones and gestures. That's what I mentioned earlier, these stimuli seem to be processed in the right hemisphere of the brain. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, verbal communication allows the manager to
engage in real-time exchange of information. Managers' focus on verbal media therefore suggests that they want relational, simultaneous methods of acquiring information rather than orderly and sequential ones. 2. In addition to noting usage media managers, it is interesting to look at the content of the information managers, and what they do with it. The proof here is that much of the manager's entries are
soft and and feelings about other people, rumors, gossip, and so on. In addition, highly analytical entries – reports, documents and data of relatively little importance to many managers. (After a steady diet of soft information, an executive came across the first hard piece of data he saw all week-an accounting report-and put it aside with the comment, I don't look at this.) What can managers do with this soft,
speculative information? They synthesize, rather than analyze it, you should think. (How do you analyze a friend's mood or the grimace someone makes in response to a suggestion?) Much of this information helps the manager to understand his organization and environment by default to see the big picture. This expression, so common in management, implies a relational, holistic use of information. In
fact, managers (like everyone else) use their information to build mental models of their world, which are implicitly synthesized into how their organizations and environments work. Then, whenever an action is considered, the manager can simulate the result using his default patterns. There can be no doubt that this type of activity goes on all the time in the world of management. A number of words that
managers usually use suggest this kind of mental process. For example, the word hunch seems to refer to the thought resulting from such a default simulation. I don't know why, but I have a hunch that if we do x, then they'll answer with y. Managers also use the word judgment to refer to thought processes that work but are unknown to them. Judgment seems to be the word that verbal intellect has given to
thought processes that it cannot articulate. Maybe it has good judgment simply means it has good right-hemispheric patterns. 3. Another consequence of the verbal nature of the administrator's information is of interest in the present case. The manager tends to be the best informed member of his organization, but has difficulty disseminating his information to his employees. Therefore, when an overloaded
manager with work finds a new task to be done, he faces a dilemma: he must either delegate the task without background information or simply do the task himself, none of which is satisfactory. When I first encountered this dilemma of delegation, I described it in terms of time and the nature of the manager's information; because so much of a manager's information is verbal (and stored in his head), the
dissemination of it consumes much of his time. But now research on the divided brain suggests that there is a second, perhaps more significant, reason for the delegation dilemma. The manager may simply be unable to disseminate relevant information, as he is removed from his verbal consciousness. (This suggests that we may need some kind of managerial psychoanalyst to get it out of it!) 4. Earlier in
this article I wrote that managers revel in ambiguity, in complex, mysterious systems, without much order. Let's look at the evidence of this. What we have discussed so far about the manager's use of suggests that their work is action-oriented, not reflection-oriented. We see further evidence for this at the pace of their work (Breaks are rare. It's one damn thing to another); the awareness of their activities
(half of the executives' activities we have observed have been completed in less than 9 minutes); the variety of their activities (the CEOs did not have obvious role models on their working days); the fact that they actively present a preference for discontinuation of their activity (stopping meetings, leaving doors open); and lack of routine in their work (only 7% of the 368 verbal contacts I noticed were
scheduled regularly, only 1% dealt with a general problem that was in no way related to general planning). Clearly, the manager does not operate in a systematic, orderly, and intellectual manner, puffing his into a mountain retreat, as he analyzes his problems. Rather, he deals with problems in the context of daily cigarette activities in his mouth, one hand on the phone, and the other shaking hands with a
departing guest. The manager is involved, connected; its mode of operation is relational, simultaneously, experiential, i.e. encompassing all the characteristics of the right hemisphere. 5. If the most important managerial roles of the ten described in the research were to be isolated, leading, connecting, and disturbing the handler would surely be among them. (The other seven are figure, monitor,
disseminator, spokesperson, negotiator, entrepreneur, and resource allocation, and the latter two are also among the most important roles.) However, these three are the most known roles about. Leader describes how the manager handles his own employees. It's ironic that despite a huge amount of research, managers and researchers still know almost nothing about the essence of leadership, about
what some people follow and others lead. Leadership remains a mysterious chemistry; catchall words, would be charisma proclaiming our ignorance. In the liaison role, the manager builds a network of external contacts, which serve as a system of personal information. Again, the activities of this role remain almost completely outside the realm of articulated knowledge. And as a disorder supervisor the
manager deals with the problems and crises in his organization. Here again, despite extensive literature on analytical decision-making, virtually nothing is written about making decisions under pressure. These activities remain outside the field of management science, within the field of intuition and experience. 6. Let us now move on to strategic decision-making processes. There are 7 routines that seem to
describe the steps involved in such decision-making. These are recognition, diagnosis, search, design, screening, evaluation/choice and authorization. Two of these routines come out above the others – the diagnosis of decision situations and the design of custom solutions – in which almost nothing is known about them. However, these two stand out for another also: they are probably the most important
of the seven. In particular, diagnosis seems to be the crucial step in making strategic decisions, because it is in this routine that the entire course of decision-making is established. It is a surprising fact, therefore, that the diagnosis goes virtually without being mentioned in the literature planning or science management. (Almost all literature later deals with formal evaluation of the given alternatives, but this is
often a kind of process trimming, insignificant in determining the actual results.) In the study of decision-making processes themselves, the decision-making managers mentioned taking an explicit diagnostic step in only 14 of the 25 decision-making processes. But all managers must have made a diagnosis; it is difficult to imagine a decision-making process without any diagnosis, without any assessment of
the situation. Therefore, the question is where did the diagnosis take place? 7. Another point that results from the study of strategic decision-making processes is the existence and profound influence of what can be called dynamic factors. Strategic decision-making processes are stopped by disruptions, delayed and accelerated by synchronization factors and repeatedly forced to branch and cycle. These
processes are therefore dynamic ones of importance. However, the dynamic factors are those that ordered, sequential analysis techniques are least capable of managing. Thus, despite their importance, dynamic factors go virtually without being mentioned in the literature of management science. Let's look at the timing, for example. It is obvious that timing is crucial in almost everything the manager does.
No manager takes action without taking into account the effect of moving more or less quickly, confiscating the initiative or delaying to avoid complications. However, in a review of the management literature, the authors found fewer than 10 books in 183, which relate directly to the subject of synchronization.5 Essentially, managers are left on their own to deal with dynamic factors, which simultaneously
involve relational ways of thinking. 8. When managers have to make serious choices between options, do they actually make them? Three fundamental modes of selection – analysis, judgment and negotiation can be distinguished. The first involves the systematic evaluation of options in terms of their consequences for the stated organisational objectives; the second is a process in the mind of a single
decision-maker; and the third involves negotiations between different decision-makers. One of the most surprising facts about how managers made the 25 strategic decisions studied is that so few reported using explicit analysis; only in 18 out of 83 managers mentioned using it. It was not a considerable negotiation, but in general, the most commonly used selection mode was judgment. Usually, the
options and all sorts of data associated with them were pumped into the mind of a manager, and somehow a choice later came out. out. has never been explained. is never explained in any of the literature either. Yehezkel Dror, an important figure in the study of public policy making, is one of the few thinkers to face the problem correctly. He writes: Experienced policymakers, who usually explain their own
decisions largely in terms of subconscious processes, would be intuition and judgment, unanimously agree and even stress that extra-rational processes play a positive and essential role in policy-making. Observations of policy-making behaviour in both small and large systems, indeed, all available descriptions of decision-making behaviour, particularly that of leaders such as Bismarck, Churchill, De-Gaulle
and Kennedy, seem to confirm the opinion of policymakers. 6 9. Finally, in the area of strategy formulation, I can only provide a feel for the results, because my research is still ongoing. However, some ideas have emerged. The formulation of the strategy does not turn out to be the regular, continuous, systematic process described in so much of the planning literature. It is most often an irregular,
discontinuous process, proceeding in fits and begins. There are periods of stability in the development of the strategy, but there are also periods of flux, of ghessing, of fragmentary change and of global change. In my opinion, a strategy is the mediation force between a dynamic environment and a stable operating system. The strategy is the organization's conception of dealing with its environment for a
while. Now, the environment does not change in any set model. For example, the environment does not run on planners' five-year programs; it can be stable for thirteen years, and then all of a sudden blow into hell in the fourteenth. And even if change were constant, the human brain doesn't generally perceive it that way. People tend to subreact to mild stimuli and exaggerate to strong ones. It is obvious
that strategies that mediate between environments and organisational operations do not change in regular patterns, but rather, as we observed earlier, in crises and start. is strategic planning matching and starting? The fact is that no (as planners were made so painfully aware of during the energy crisis). So again, the burden of coping falls on the manager, especially on his mental-intuition and experiential
processes-that can deal with irregular inputs from the environment. 10. Let me take a deeper look at the concept of strategy. Consider the organization that has no strategy, does not have to deal consistently with its environment; simply reacts to every new pressure as it comes along. This is typical behavior for an organization in a very difficult situation, where the old strategy has broken into beyond repair,
but where no new strategy has emerged yet. Now, if the organisation wants to formulate a new strategy, does it (assuming that the environment has stabilised sufficiently to allow a new strategy to be formulated)? Let me suggest two ways provisional results). If the organization goes down the path of systematic planning, I suggest that it will probably come with what can be called a main-line strategy. In
fact, it will do what is generally expected of the organisations in its situation; where possible, for example, copy the established strategies of other organisations. If it's in the automotive business, for example, you might use general Motors' core strategy, as Chrysler and Ford have done so repeatedly. Alternatively, if the organization wants to have a creative, integrated strategy, which can be called a gestalt
strategy, would be that of Volkswagen in 1950, then I suggest the organization will rely heavily on an individual to conceptualize its strategy, to synthesize a vision of how the organization will respond to its environment. In other words, scratch an interesting strategy, and you'll probably find a single strategy formulator under it. Creative, integrated strategies seem to be the products of single brains, probably
of single right hemispheres. A strategy can be made explicit, it can be announced as what the organization intends to do in the future, only when the vision is fully elaborated, if ever. Often, of course, it never feels to be fully elaborated, therefore the strategy is never made explicit and remains the private vision of the chief executive. (Of course, in some situations the formulator does not have to be a
manager. There's no reason why a manager can't have a creative right-winger - really a left-winger - working on his gestalt strategy for him, and then articulates it to him.) No management process is more demanding of holistic, relational, gestalt thinking than formulating a creative, integrated strategy to deal with a complex, interconnected environment. can sequential analysis (under the strategic planning
label) lead to a gestalt strategy? Another famous old story has relevance here. It's the one about the blind trying to identify an elephant by touch. One grabs the trunk and says that the elephant is long and soft; another holds the foot and says it is massive and cylindrical; a third touches the skin and says it is rough and scaly. What the story points to is that: Every person who sits in a part of the elephant can
make their own limited, analytical assessment of the situation, but we don't get an elephant by adding scaly, long and soft, massive and cylindrical together in every conceivable proportion. Without developing a global perspective, we remain lost in our individual investigations. Such a perspective is a province of another way of knowledge, and cannot be achieved in the same way that individual parts are
explored. It does not result from a linear amount of independent observations. 7 What can we conclude from these ten findings? First, I must stress from what about the two hemispheres of the brain fall into the realm of speculation. The researchers formally correlate any management process with the functioning of the human brain. However, the ten points seem to support the hypothesis stated earlier: the
important policy-level processes needed to manage an organization rely to a considerable extent on the faculties identified with the right hemisphere of the brain. This conclusion does not imply that the left hemisphere is not important to policy makers. I have exaggerated my case here to underline the importance of law. The faculties identified with the left hemisphere are obviously important, as well as for
effective management. Each manager engages in a considerable explicit calculation when acting, and all intuitive thoughts must be translated into the linear order of the left if they are to be articulated and eventually put into use. The great powers that seem to be associated with the right hemisphere are obviously useless without the left-wing faculties. The artist can create without verbalization, the
manager can't. Truly outstanding managers are undoubtedly those who can couple effective right-hemispheric processes (suspicion, judgment, synthesis, and so on) with effective left-wing processes (articulation, logic, analysis, and so on). But there will be little progress in management if managers and researchers continue to look for the key to managing in the brightness of ordered analysis. Too much
will remain inexplicable in the darkness of intuition. Before we go any further to discuss the implications for management science and planning, I want to stress again that throughout this article we have been focusing on the processes that managers engage in at the policy level of the organization. It seems that the faculties identified with right-hemispheric activities are the most important in the upper levels
of an organization, at least in those with top-down policy-making systems. In a way, holistic and sequential coupling reflects how bureaucratic organisations work. The policy manufacturer designs the strategy in holistic terms, and the rest of the hierarchy – functional departments, branches and stores – implements it in order. While right-hemispheric faculties may be more important at the top of an
organization, left-hemispheric ones may dominate below. Implications for the left hemisphere Let's get back to the practical reality for a final word. What does everything we discussed mean for those associated with management? For planners and management scientists No, I'm not suggesting that planners and management scientists pack bags of techniques and leave the field of management, or that
they take up basket-woven or meditation in their spare time. (I haven't-at least not yet!) It seems to me that the left hemisphere is alive and well; the analytical community is firmly established, essential, at the operating and middle levels of most organisations. His real problems arise at the policy level. Here the analysis must coexist coexistence even take the lead from-intuition, a fact that many analysts and
planners have been slow to accept. In my opinion, organisational effectiveness is not in this narrow-minded concept called rationality; is in a mixture of clear logic and strong intuition. Let me illustrate this by two points. First, only in special circumstances should planners try to plan. When an organisation is in a stable environment and does not need a very creative strategy – the phone industry may be the
best example – then the development of formal and systematic strategic plans (and main strategies) can be in order. But when the environment is unstable or the organization needs a creative strategy, then strategic planning may not be the best approach to formulating the strategy, and planners have no business pushing the organization to use it. Second, effective decision-making at the policy level
requires good analytical input, it is the job of planner and scientist management to ensure that top management gets. Managers are very efficient in providing soft information; but they tend to subsubulle analytical input, which is often important as well. Planners and management scientists can serve their organizations effectively by conducting ad hoc analyses and feeding top management results (do I
have to say verbally?), ensuring that the best analysis is brought to bear on policy making. But at the same time, planners need to recognize that these entries cannot be the only ones used in policy-making, that soft information is also crucial. For teacher managers If the suggestions in this article turn out to be valid, then educators would be better off drastically reviewing some of their notions about
education management, because the revolution in this sphere over the past fifteen years, while bringing so much use- has practically enshrined the modern school of cult management in the left hemisphere. Should educators be surprised that so many of their graduates end up in staff positions without the intention of ever managing anything? Some of the best known management schools have become
closed virtual systems, in which teachers with little interest in the reality of organizational life teach inexperienced students the theories of mathematics, economics, and psychology as they end themselves. In these management schools, management is granted small place. I'm not preaching a return to management school in 1950. That age of unclear thinking has, fortunately, passed. Rather, I call for a
new balance in our schools, the balance that the best in the human brain can achieve, between analysis and intuitiveness. In particular, it would be to make greater use of new powerful skills development techniques, which are of an experiential and creative nature, such as role play, use of videotape, behavioural laboratories and so on. Educators should put students in situations, either on the ground or in
laboratory, where they can practice managerial skills, not only interpersonal, but also informational and decision-making. Then, specialists will follow feedback on students' behaviour and performance. For managers the first conclusion for managers should be a cautionary call. The findings of cognitive psychologists should not be taken as a license to envelop activities in the dark. Mystifying conscious
behavior is a favorite trick of those who want to protect a power base (or to hide their intentions to create one); this behavior does not help any organization, nor does it force the field of intuition activities that can be effectively manipulated through analysis. A major force of development in our organizations, ever since Frederick Taylor started experimenting in factories at the end of the last century, has been
to change activities in the field of intuition, towards conscious analysis. This trend will continue. But managers, and those who work with them, need to be careful to distinguish what is best handled analytically from what needs to remain in the field of intuition, where, in the meantime, they should be looking for lost keys to management. 1. Richard Restak, The Hemispheres of the Brain Have Minds of
Theher own, New York Times, January 25, 1976. 2. Robert Ornstein, The Psychology of Consciousness (San Francisco: W.H. Freeman, 1975), 60. 3. Ibid., p. 97. 4. These findings are based on (a) my obsessive study of the work of five CEOs reported in The Nature of Management Work (New York: Harper and Row, 1973) and The Manager's Job: Folklore and Fact (HBR July-August 1975, p. 49); (b) a
study of the twenty-five strategic decision-making processes reported in the Structure of Unstructured Decision Processes, co-authored by Duru Raisinghani and André Théorêt, to appear in a future issue of the Administrative Science Quarterly Journal; and (c) a series of studies conducted under my supervision at McGill University on the formation of organizational strategies over decades, reported in
Models in Strategy Formation, Working Document, I.A.E., Aix-en-Provence, France, submitted for publication. 5. Clyde T. Hardwick and Bernard F. Landuyt, Administrative Strategy and Decision Making, 2nd ed. (Cincinnati: South Western, 1966). 6. Yehezkel Dror, Public Policymaking Re-Examined (Scranton: Chandler, 1968), 149. 7. Ornstein, 10. A version of this article appeared in the July 1976 issue of
the Harvard Business Review. Review.
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